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* This Is an unofficial transcript of a meeting of the 

7 United States 144clear Regulatory Comm~ission held on 

4 3/11/86 .- In the Commission's *ffige at 17117 H Stre~t.  

0 N.W.. Washington. D.C. The meeting was open to public 

10 attendance and observation. This transcript has not been 

11 reviewed, corrected, or editied. and It may contain 

it Inaccuracies.  

to The transcript Is Intended solely for general 

14 Informational purposes. As provided by 1O.CFM 9.108, It is 

1s not part of the formal or Informal record of decision of the 

16 matters discussed. gxpressions of opinion In this transcript 

17 do not necessarily reflect final1 determaination or beliefs. lMo 

Is pleading or other pa7per may be filed with the Comumission in 

19 any proceeding as the result of or addressed to any statement 

to or argumeut containob herein, except as the Commission may 

at authorize.  
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171.7 R Street, N.W.  

Room 1130 M 

Washington, D.C.  

Tuesday, XSch 11, 1336 

The NRC Commission met in public session at 3235 

a~u., Pursuant to notice, the NOnorable Nunsio J. Palladino, 

Chairman of the Commissiqn., presiding.  
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*Nunzio J. Palladinot chairman 

James K.'Asselstine, Commissioner 
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mummIW PAUTADIIO: Good morning, ladies and 

gentlemen.  

This morning TvA will brief the Commi sion on status 

of activities presently in progress. The Commi4s~iOn last not 

with TVA on January 9th, 1936.  

my understanding is that TV intends to discuss the 

following topics: history and background, organization and 

peopep employee concerns,, quality assurance,, and tbhe tattor 

of engineering.  

The Commission reonzsthat TVA has a significant 

amount of work underway. The Commission also recognizes that 

it wasn't until January this year the significant management 

changes at TVA were approved and implemented.  

When today's meeting was originally scheduled, it 

was believed that the update of Volme -X of the TvA Corporate 

Plan would have been available. Novever, the plan has not yet 

been received. Nevertheless,, the Commission feels that 

today's meeting is valuable, and that a follow-up meeting next 

xonday may be necessary, given that TVA will finalize its 

corporate plan within the next day or so.  

X understand that TVA would like to discuss the need 

for the next meeting next Wmondy. .Therefore, at the end of 

today's meeting, X intend to discuss with my fellow 

Comnmissionlers if a follow-up meeting should be scheduled for
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March 17th.  

X understand that members from Regions XX and V and 

the Sequayan resident isetrare listening in on the 

telephone.  

Zat as ask if my follov Comnmissionlers have any 

additional remarks.  

CWISSIONM ZzRIa so.  

aiRzuai PALADINO: All right. Then I viii turn 

the meeting over to Charles Dean,, Chairman of the TWA'Soard of 

Directors.  

MR. DIMN: Good morning,, Mr. Chairman and members of 

the Comission. I an Charles Dean,, chairman of the soard of 

Directors of Tennessee Valley Authority. With as here today 

is my colleague on the board,, Director John B. Waters,, and our 

Manager of Nuclear Pover,, Oteven A. White. I vould also like 

to introduce our General Manager, Willia= Willisl our General 

Counsel,, Nerbert Bangor# Jr * and our inspector General,, 

Norman Zigrosi.  

We are here today to present the NRC TVA's plan for 

t he proper operat .on of our nuclear program as ye discussed it 

vith the Commission dturing our meeting on January the Oth.  

When ye last met with you,, ye told you* that ye had 

arranged for the services of retired Admiral Steven A. white 

to address the management problems in TWA' nuclear program.  

Since that time Mr. White has taken firm-c-ontrol of TYA~s
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Off ice of Nuclear Power. " 

Bef ore he came to work for T'JAO we agreed with 

mr. white that he would have the resources and the authority 

he needs to correct the problems within TWA's nuclear 

program. in his first few weeks he has made a good 

begnning. go has brought in many capable people to help him 

in his efforts. so has made saime changes and he is in the 

process of makin more.  

The TVA Board's actions in bringing Mr. white to TVAý 

ver unrecdened absolutely unpreedntd Nowever, the 

3Uard firmly believes that it did what had to he done to be 

true to our top priority at TVAO which is the safe operation 

of these nuclear plants.  

TVA is committed to that priority. noe current 

shutdown of our nuclear plants today is grim testimon to the 

need for that commitment. None of Taos nuclear plants will 

be operated until the Boaud is satisfied that each plant can 

and will be operated safely and in accordance with TV& ' 

standards and commitments.  

Mr. Wh~ite0 is vigorously engaged in the efftort to 

bring TVA' s nuclear program up to thesesanad and to 

reain confidence in that program SO is prepejed to report 

to you on his efforts. out before he gives his rWepor.  

would like to give Director Waters an opportunity to say a feow 

words.
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M. WATZ3S: thanlC you very much.  

Good morning, Mr. Chaair.n and members of the 

Commission. X appreciate the opportunity to again be with you 

this Morning.  

I Want to empasize to you this morning that irs my 

opinion what we have nam at TWA in our nuclear program is more 

than just a novw plan or a mew organization. It's a 

fareacingreetabishmentg, restudy of principles,, 

Objectives and goals. We think we have been through the 

entire process. We think that was absolutely neesay And 

I want to emphasis* to you this marning that I think thatts 

what you are going to hear, an absolutely nevw approach from 

!VM's standpoint of view.  

We think that Admiral White has mae" a good 

beginning and we would hope that all. of us Will give him an 

oPPOrtuity* Which basically what is needed is going to be 

time to do the Work that I M firmly Convinced that he and his 

People that he Nov has in !VA and will bring into TVA can do.  

I intend to support him ful]ly, and I hope that this 

Ceemission and the public in general will let us earn the 

confidence that we now, i think, we are able to do in our 

Nuclear system.  

with your permission nov. Kr. White vill give you 

his assessment of our program and what he is doing to bring it 

back to where It should be, where you know it should be amd
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I where we 3mov it should bd: 

( 2 thank you, sAr.--

3 W. MU I: Ooumissioie"rs gentlemen.  

4 r1ift of CIA" -M happy to be er this morning to 

5 give YOU my first report an the situation at TVA as I esee it.  

aI have beem in tbe lob iiw, as you 2Mov ab sout 

7 two aseich.and I think you Vial all recall that shortly 

I beforeI took the lobe I stopped by to see each of youe and at 

9 that time Z told yw- that I felt I could co0n back within a 

1.0 moth ap~iae. moth* and at that time be able to tell 

11 you the major Problems as I saw theme and perhaps some 

12 outlines of plAns of action.  

23 ~ 1very much e~sppeciated the additional thr~a ,Neks 

14 which, 3r. Chaizman,, you and the members th e oissionars, 

15 gave mee to get my arms really around. our major problm. So 

1s what you are going to hear this morning is my view of our 

17 major problms same plans Of action that we Intend to take, 

Is and some of the thfng that we have -already acmpoliffhed in 

13 this first two months.  

20 Let me also Say I do not know all of the problmn.  

21 I do not know all of the -problems, nor do I have all the 

22 answers.  

23 Go to the topic slide.  

24 (slide.J 

as 25M "Vsr the subjects we will be Covering this
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1 Mr. Zigrossi was with thejlIashington office of the Federal 

( 2 Bureau of investigation and supervised about 1000 people 

3 here. Quite frankly,, we felt like that anybody that could run 

4 the Washington office of the FI could do the job of Insapector 

5 General at TVA,, and we are very proud to have him, and we are 

6 very proud of the way he's taking hold of his office and the 

7 support he's giving Steve White.  

I CONXSUSICONE 2301: Before you move of f of 

9 intimidation and harassment, how do you follow up on* 

10 discrimination and harassment,, and how do you plan to follow 

11 up on it in your Inspector General's office or your office of 

12 General Counsel? Now as far as the categories of, first of 

13 all, of the discrimination type charge, and then the safety 

14 concerns, and they're a little different sometimes, and how do 

15 you reach closure on both of those things? Nave you got into 

16 that from the point 

17 MR. UHIT: Yes, MAn I'll let the General Counsel 

1s speak to part of this,, because his office has been doing the 

19 investigations. Nut in essence there have been about 106 

20 allegations. Nis office has investigated 23. Of those, there 

21 was one case of harassment and intimidation, which involved 

22 three concerns,, and I discharged that person.  

23 Now do you want to add anything, Xr. Sanger? 

24 MR. SANGER: NO* I think that describes it. I 

Q 25 reported on it the last tine I was here. I would be glad to
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COIUISSIONZI ZZal: well," my concern is twofold: 

First of all , if the discrimination part showsa sme 

kind of management weakness,, that could be pervasive. That's 

important.  

And the second thing is,, if it shows any kind of 

safety concern, we at the NRC have got to know about it,, and 

you have got to have some kind of a system, in my Judgment, of 

making sure that our staff,, the Coxmission, we know about any 

safety concern,, even if you have solved it or you have gotten 

into it to the extent that you think you'eve solved it. We'#ve 

got to know,, to be sure ourselves that you've solved it.  

so, again, the intimidation and harassment has those 

two concerns for me.* One Of them to see whether it 'I aa 

management pervasive thing that could bear on other fieldsi 

and two, if it's a safety concern, then we Must be able to 

assure ourselves that the problem has been resolved.  

.Now how do YOU Come to closure especially on the 

safety concern, and boy are we assured that we're informed 

when you are investigating these type charges? 

MR. SANGER: My practice has been to report, both to 

the board and to the line manager,, the personnel issues 

involved. It there has been harassment,, the individuals 

involved. I tell the board and the management what type of 

action they can take that I think I Can support legally.
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Termination, for exampIs.,* 

If there is any sort of criminal activity involved, 

I report that to the United States Attorney. I~n several 

insaneswhere I did not find hareassent, I did report to 

Steve, for example,, that I thought Some of his managers had 

failed in enforcing the policy throughout TvA,, and steve has 

also taken action on that.  

Those reports, as I indicate,, go both to the Board 

and to the manager. They are required, the manager*is 

required within a certain number of days to report back to the 

Bosrd and to inform me what action has been taken.  

Than I have been very free about making that 

information available to the NRC Staff people. I have made 

available all of my reports to them.  

And on the safety aspects,, to the extent that they 

are involved in my report, that would be the function of our 

-Steve's people to coordinate that vith the NRC.  

OIAI3HAJ PALLADINO: I want the record to make sure 

we have your name.  

MR. SANGER: I an Herbert Sanger,, General Counsel 

With TVA.  

comaSSzomM ZECH: well,, the Only comment I would 

like to make is I 'd like to make sure that we are informed 

about how you are handling these intimidation and harassment 

charges, so that we can carry Out our responsibilities for
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1.

Public health and safety, bs you are carrying out your 

responsibilities for public health and safety. We Jointly 

come together on this issue,, and vs simply mast be able to 

have the confidence that you are doing - you are making the 

proper decisions,, and ve are going to look over your shoulder 

to make sure you are,, at leasnt to our satisfaction.  

But it's important that vs follow through and can 

also agree that the decisions you've made that might come out 

of these intimidation and harassment charges are indeed 

sufficient -- the decisions you've made are proper ones, so 

that vs can also agree that public health and safety is being 

protected. It' s the safety concern across the board that Ion 

mostly interested in,, and Ion interested to make sure that you 

inform us of those things so ve can indeed review what you' re 

doing and therefore assure ourselves that public health and 

safety is being protected.  

MR- VHXTZ: I understand the point, and with regard 

to safety, let so clarify. You mentioned management, and if I 

can take just a second to go through under our new program, 

which I'll discuss in a minute here.  

We have into that program .. either I personally or 

my staff -- hase received 14 allegations of harassment and 

intimidation. We have completed an investigation of two of 

those.
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1 complainant S2mith" for thftse purposes. Smith said there are 

( 2 soame bad things going on in the office. So we started an 

3 investigation.  

4 During the investigation one of Smith's supervisors 

5 came to Smith and said,, 01 hope you slept veil last night." 

* gave that person three days suspension, and that's a couple 

7 hundred dollars fine, because the manager -if that isn't 

I really intimidation or harassment, it's sure as heck poor 

9 management.  

10 Smith's second levval supervisor, believe it or not, 

11 came in the following day a:A told not just Smith but the 

12 entire office* Ofhen this thing is over,* meaning the ( 3 investigation* %O'hen this thing :Ls over, there are going to be 

14 now rules in t;:is o'Afice Amnd nobody is going to like them." 

15 That person I gave tV"o *Aeks suspension to, and that's about 

16 $1000.  

17 In the third level, the manaaev, who didn't know the 

13 problems he was having, but should h-.o, I reprimanded his 

19 with a formal letter and told him he has one week to get his 

20 act together.  

21 Now those are not in the specific -- none of them 

22 dealt with safety. As a matter of fact, they dealt with paint 

23 and some other things not associated in Any regard to safety.  

24 Those I frankly would not think you'd expect me to report.  

25 But certainly any safety-related ones, we will ensure that you
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I. are fully cognizant of th~ek. Because I feel the same as you 

2 do in terms of the public health and safety responsibilities.  

3 CMWOIO(5503Z ZECH: And also -- the safety-related 

4 are important and I appreciate that you will inform us of all 

5 those. But it is also important that at least ye be informed 

6 even of some of your management problems, because then what it 

7 really means is that certainly it sounds like in that case you 

I handled it very promptly and very effectively. But if you had 

g not,, or even knowing you do that is important for us to know,, 

10 because then it gives us the confidence that you are handling 

11 it.  

12 For example, if you didn't handle them that way, or (13 if you handled then a lot less effectively, it might concern 

14 us as to how other management decisions are being reviewed and 

15 handled. But I think it's important that we figuare out a way 

16 that at least we are informed of those management actions that 

17 perhaps even aren't safety-related.  

is I'm not exactly sure how to do that myself,, but I 

19 think it's important.  

20 XR. WHITE: Let me ask Mr. Abercrombie. Some of 

21 those cases were at your site. Was the flC resident cognizant 

22 of -

23 CHAIRMAN PALADnINOg Maybe if you picked a couple of 

24 examples also in the nuclear area, it might help us.  

Q-25 MR. ADERCROHIZE: Edward Abercrombie, Site Director,
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In that case he was not avaer of the situation.  

31. WHITE: We will sake sure that he's awaer.  

COMUISSIONER ZZaI: Very good. Thank you.  

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Let so ask a couple of 

follow-on questions, if I may.  

The fact that you are taking strong action,, I think, 

will help the situation, but I was wondering, have there be** 

continuing intimidation and harassment events,, even though 

You've taken this kind of action? Do they still continue to 

arise,. the allegations? 

MR. WHITE: The allegations continue to arise. Let 

se say this, Xr. Chairman: 

first of all, these are symptoms of a problem.  

CAIRMAN PALLADINO: Yes.  

MR. WHITE The problem has existed,, in my opinion 

-- I don't know for hov long, probably 53 years. Steve White, 

vhen he walked in the door, did not bring a magic vand to say, 

"I can correct all the past injustices and make everything in 

the past right." 

What I did was to come in and say, look, here's the 
standard -- as I said, I personally talked to 10,000 people 

and told them the standard# in addition to various vriting 

means of telling them -- here's the standard, and I'll punish 

anybody that crosses that line.
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Now their allegations are being investigated. If 

people cross that line,, they will be swiftly and appropriately 

dealt with.  

So the allegations -- yes, the allegations 

continue. I don't expect then -

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: But have they slowed -

MR. VHITE: -- to stop for some time.  

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Have they slowed down? 

3M. WHIT!: Number one , I don'It think even if they 

had -- and I think they probably have,, but I wouldn't depend 

on that. I think it's too early. live only bean there two 

months,, and if I in fact an trying to correct a 53 year old 

problem, then it's going to take -- they're going to continup, 

I would suspect,, for a period of time, until people gain trust 

and confidence.  

The real answer to your quest ion is I'm getting 

very, very positive response from the people. I've got lots 

of sources of information, and those responses uniformly are 

positive to things we are doing.  

But I'm a very skeptical person. I say fine, 

they're all positive from some pretty meaningful sources, 

they're all positive, but I'm going to wait and see, Ion going 

to wait and see.  

So I'm not in a position to -- I think they are 

decreasing, but I am not in a position to guarantee at this
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I Point that they won't last, for months. I hope they don't. I 

2 hope a few cases will perhaps put the right rigor in the 

3 organization. But understand,, I'm trying to change a 

4 culture. You've got a culture I'm trying to change. And I 

5 may exaggerate when I say 53 years. I don't know how old it 

6 is. Maybe as old as TVA. I will discuss some of that later 

7 on.  

S CiAIR)W PALLADINO: Well,, I was really asking the 

9 question~ to lead into the assurance that at least yo~u have 

10 gotten the message across to all your managers that you are 

11 not going to tolerate intimidation and harassment.  

12 MR. WHITE: No. In fact -- I's# of course, being ( 13 very open with you. Of one of the oases that came up about a 

14 week ago, which wasn't harassment and intimidation,, it turned 

1s out, it was closer to mismanagement of a number of factors 

16 involved. And based on that, I wrote another letter to my 

17 head people and said, *You think you've got the message out, 

18 but I want you to redouble your efforts. I am not convinced 

19 that everybody in the organization knows yet, adespite the fact 

20 I've told them and written it and we've posted it. i'm not 

21 comfortable that everyone in the organization knows it." And 

22 I'm skeptical.  

23 But that doesn't mean I'm not going to keep trying 

24 to get the word to everybody. I think we'd better move on.  

5 asCHAIRMAN PALLADINhO: Well, this is an area that I
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figured ye were going to awell. on.  

xR. WHITE: Well,, I've got a lot left to go.  

CWOMISSIONIR ASSELSTINZ: I realize that,, but I 

guess I've got a couple of questions on the I&H area. And I 

want to go back, Steve, to a couple of points you made earlier 

about your recognition that you have to have the facts and 

that problems have to be surfaced up to your level.  

While I am encouraged and pleased to hear the thingiL 

you said just now about your efforts to get the massage out 

and also the discussion we had at the last meeting where,, 

Charlie# you and Steve both said that's a high priority item.  

As you well know,, I am quite troubled by at least a few of the 

intimidation and harassment allegations that have cropped up 

since that last meeting, including the ones that have to do.

with the briefing I received in December.  

And quite frankly, I think my view is that all the 

words in the world aren't going to overcome the chilling 

effect that continuing discrimination and intimidation and 

harassment actions will have, if those actions are still 

occurring.  

And I had a couple of questions about how you are 

handling those specific allegations.  

Now as I understand it, You've gotten three 

allegations of intimidation and harassment. people have gone 

to the Department of Labor, based upon the briefing I received
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1 from 3(838.  

( 2 1 was told yesterday that you have now gotten throee 

3 letters back from the Department of Labor,, including two of 

4 them involving that briefing, the other case being Hansour 

5 Guity,, in which Labor has found that there van intimidation 

6 and harassment,, and in which the Department of Labor has 

7 directed certain actions.  

I One of the questions I have is I understand you have 

9 asked for a hearing in one of those cases,, the case of Kansour 

10 Guity, and I wonder why you felt that it was necessary to go 

11 that route, and in essence put the burden back on this 

12 employee to have to prove once again,, now having convinced the 

(j 13 Department of Labor staff that he was discriminated against, 

14 that now he's got to prove it again in a hearing.  

15 1 mean it smacks a bit, if you will forgive ms for 

16 saying so, of the way TVA handled the Dan Deord case.  

17 MR. WHITE: I'm going to let the General Counsel,, 

1s Mr. Herb Sanger,, deal with the reason for the appeal.  

19 MR. SANGER: We discussed that amongst the Board and 

20 the management, In some cases -- for example with the Doke 

21 and Thomas case, where Steve dismissed Thomas, we were able to 

22 conduct a parallel investigation* and find out what TVA 

23 employees were involved.  

24 With these three cases, TVA really doesn't know what 

( 25 Was involved. The people -- the three individuals you are
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1 talking about have not givon TVA the information. The 

2 Department of Labor decisions are merely conclusory 

3 decisions. They do not tell %is what information they have.  

4 We don't know what the evidence is.  

5 If Steve had those decisions,, he doesn't know the 

6 p epice involved in them, and we thought - it yas the Board's 

7 and Steve and my discussion,, that if we asked for hearings, we 

a could use that as a way to fully determine what TVA employees 

9 were involved in it,. and what actually occurred,, so that we 

10 can act on it. That was the reason for that.  

11COMOISSIONER ASSELSTINE: What other options do you 

12 have available for obtaining information about what happened? 

13 Why can't you sit down with those guys? 

14 MR. WHITE: Well, let no -- can I answer this? 

15 CO)O(SSIONER ASSEUSTINE: Sure.  

16 MR. WHIT!: Let se Just say this, let ae tell you, 

17 you asked several questions, and that's the one that I wanted 

1s OGC to answer.  

19 Obviously we need to got the facts. The first thing 

20 that I did -- I did really two things in parallel. I asked my 

21 management, give so your-side of what happened.  

22 I then immediately, before even receiving that, 

23. turned those over to the Inspector General, and a few days 

24 after turning them over* I asked the Inspector 4ineral, put 

25 those at the top of your list and start investigav~ing beneath
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the facts. f.  

And then 

CO3OIISSIOMfl ASSZL3TI1IZ: Apparently he didn't do 

thati right? 

MR. WHITE: No. ha's in the process of doing that.  

Be's in the process of making those investigations right now.  

And the third thing I did was I sat down with the 

tvo Department of Labor investigators who had investigated the 

DD case and were looking at the Sauer and Smith casesi and said 

to them# "You've given so a report,, and you say your 

conclusions are harassment and intimidation. I need thea names 

Of the people so I can discharge them."1 

And we had two meetings -- I've had two meetings 

with the Department of Labor people directly,, I have another 

one scheduled this week, because we have to, I think,, simply 

get out of this mode that we're operating in. I would like 

those people to come to so and tell as that they have the 

problem and get us to investigate it. But as long as they've 

gone to the Department of Labor,, i's going to try to get 

whatever I can from those people.  

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Have you been successful 

MR. WHITE: But I also m 

CHAIRMAN PALLAINO: H~ave you gotten names from 

them?

MR WHITE: No, I have not. We're having another
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meeting this week. But V;Iiould also caution all the members 

of the Commission, an allegation is an allegation only.  

in the case of Smith, for exIa.pl on the surface it 

appears that a couple of his allegations are frankly frivolous 

and suiperficial. Ne alleges that the board of Directors 

doesn't have the authority to change the organization. Ne 

alleges he's being intimidated just because they've been 

transferred to me,, just the act of transferring. To me, those 

are frivolous and superficial.  

Nevertheless,, he says other things,, and I have asked 

the Inspector General to look into those.  

go I want to assure you that I intend to get to the 

truth,, and when I get to the truth,, I'm going to take 

appropriate action.  

COOIISSZOXUR ASSZLUTnMq: I guess my question still 

is, though, if the Office of General Counsel, the Office of 

Inspector General can conduct their own investigations, if you 

can obtain at least some information from Labor about not only 

their conclusion, but also the ba sis for their conclusion, why 

in the world do you need to put Kansour Guity and perhaps the 
others through the burden of having to go through a hearing 

before an Administrative Law .3udgi at the Department of Labor 

and once again prove their case? Why can't you take the 

burden and say, "We'll do the investigation. By golly, we 

really do take this matter seriously. We're going to do the
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I investigation Ourselves. Netre going to find out if there vas 

2 wrongdoing here.* We'rie going to identify the people 

3 responsible, and vs are going to make examples, Of then to back 

4 up our vords vith concrete actions, so that everyone 

5 throughout the TVA organization will knov that this attitude 

6 of doing business in the past the vway that TVA handled the 

7 DeFord case is not going to be tolerated in the future"? 

I And the reason vhy I think it's Important is if you

9 don't do that, you're not going to be able to get the 

10 information you need about whether there are probilems in the 

1i organization, and vs aren't going to be able to get the 

C2 iinformation that vs Reed about whether there are safety 

.13 problems in the organization.  

14 1 can't conceive of why a TVA employ** down in the' 

i5 line would, looking at what happened'to DeFord -- and if the 

16 same thing happens again for these people .. why he'd be 

17 willing to stick his neck out, or She vould be willing to 

is stick her neck out and come forvard'vith concerns. They'd 

19 say, well, whatever they say, let's look at what they do and 

20 let's look at what happened to these poor people when they 

21 tried to raise concerns.  

22 MR. WHIMZ .And I ag'ree with the thrust of what 

23 you're saying. but lot %e answer that in three ways: 

24 First of all, the Inspector General, you've heard 
25 he's only recently come ab~oard. W@' building up his staff,
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and so I can't have expected in retrospect to say,, well,, why 

weren't you here in October to investigate that case. Nets 

nov doing it.  

The second point is that what I 'm doing now with the 

Department of Labor is plowing new ground. We've not done 

this before. I'm also looking for a better way. it's plowing 

new ground.  

Meanwhilev I'll let the 10 speak to the legal reason 

where the facts have to come out. Hopefully,, from all of 

this, Xr. Comissioner, we'lli come up with something. But let 

Se change the thrut of this thingj, because one of the things 

you said that disturbs me, you said if ye have these 

problems. These are not the -oblems, they are the symptoms 

of the problem. I will get those people to come to line 

management when they feel they can do it freely. I have to 

Promote that trust. I didn't come in one day, as I said, with 

a magic wand. I didn't walk in the door and they say, *We 

trust him-* Although, a@ I say, the indications are vary 

positive that they have -- that the trust has increased. All 

the signals indicate that.  

And by all the signals, I'm not just referring to 

the people I've talked to. I've talked# not at my request, to 

labor union leaders who are the leaders for over or almort 50 

percent of my people, Came to me individually, voluntarily, to 

tell as what they were getting Out of their people.



I And lot me tell.you., they were bubbling 

2 enthusiastically,, because when the people are happy,, so are 

3 the labor leaders happy. And they went through a list of 

4 things. They said workers down there,, our people tell us that 

5 for once it's no longer lip service. They've seen management 

4 changes and they agree with it. They've seen reorganizations 

7 and they agree vith it. They even agree with the drug 

a program,, and the employees concern program. They think it's 

3 good and it's a direction we have to go.  

10 Those are two union people who have almost half of 

11 my people.  

12 1 get the same signals from other places, and so -

13 but I remain skeptical still. But I have to correct -- I am 
14 draining the swamp, and the swamp is full of alligators.  

15 coROUssioXU AsUZLSTfINE: That's right.  

16 MR. WHIT?: Okay? 

17 COMMIISSIONER ASSEUSTINK: got to shoot a few 

Is alligators.  

19 MR. WHITE: And you want me perhaps to shoot some 

20 alligators, and I agree -

21 COMMISSIONER ASSEL5TINE: That's exactly what I 

22 want.  

23 MR. WHITZ: But I don't want to get off the basic 
24 thing, which is draining the darned swamp. Because when 1 

25 drain the swamp, 1'll get rid of a lot of'symptoms. So I
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don't mind shooting some alligators when it happens -- and by 

that I mean getting rid of problems - but I got to keep my 

direction to draining the swamp. And when I do that,, these 

other things will fall into place, and that's the secret.  

COMMIISSIONER BERNTHAL: Let as asee if I can get the 

record straight, though, on this specific issue that 

Commissioner Asseistine raises and what is happening.  

I gather that you have no access to the DOL record.  

in this case; is that correct? You only get the decision? 

iMR. WHITE: Only get the report. got the decision.  

COWIISSXONER BERNTHAL: fou only get the report, you 

only get the decision, you don't get the record.  

COMMIISSIONER ASSEZJTINE: Are you saying you hava no 

means of obtaining the record? 

IMR. WATERS: The only way we can get their evidence 

is to appeal. Is that right? 

IMR. WHIRTE: I'll leave it to the oGc.  

COMMISSIONER ASSTLSTIWZ: YOU can't file a Freedom 

of Information Act with the Department of Labor and obtain 

everything in the file other than specific indicators of 

employees who have asked for confidentiality? 

IMR. SANGER: Up to this point they have been willing 

to give us only their decisions.  

CCOXHS8IONER ASSELSTINE: That$s because the file 

was not closed; isn't that right? My understanding from Labor
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COMUISSIONER ASSZZSTfIN : I talked with the guy from 

Labor that signed the letter~ to your and What he told me 

Yesterday vas vhen they send a letter out, they close the 

file. When they close the file, they are prepared to respond 

to Freedom of Information Act requests from TVA. In response 

to a POIA request, they will provide you with everything 

they've got, the file, their underlying report, except that.  

they will remove identifiers of individuals where people have 

requested confidentiality. That's what I vas told yesterday.  

MR. SANOER: Well, I think that would be very 

helpful, and it would be a new stop for them. Of course, it'i 

a very unusual thing for one government agency to use the F01) 

on another one, but -m 

CweMzSSzONE ASSELSTINE: Well, I grant you it 

struck me an kind of strange, too, but -

MR. BANGER: I would have hoped that they would have 

just come forward with that information.  

MR. WKIZT: Understand, Commissioner Asselatine,

MR.* SANIGU: Because that is not their response to

I
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Uhin are all legal things that you are discussing. I have 

9000 to the Dep-artment of Labor and sat down vith then twice,, 

sad I trying to find a vay to get those facts- If I can do 

it leOgally,, Certainly I vant to.  

CIISSZONE DUNTHAL: if I may follow up on my own 

question hee and ctould I inquire of the General Counsel 

That happens to this agency in similar circumstances with 

respect to the DOL? 

MR. pZAIn: Are you talking about obtaining their 

records? 

CMWISS!OX ZR EUTRAL: The record of a complaint.  

I think the situation is somewhat analogous. We are another 

federal agency. DOL,, in some cases,, investigates harassment 

and Intimidation of employees. 

Now do we stand with respect to access to the 

records? 

PlAnix: Wellg they report to us on what they 

have done -nd that they are dealing with a complaint and that 

they have made an investigation within 30 days after the 

complaint has been filed.  

coIIssIONER A5.'1ELSTMN: I'll answer that question 

for you$ too,, pred. T~hu answer is. we have full and complete 

access to the file from Department of Labor, subject only to 

the limit~ation that if we got a Freedom of Information Act 

request for that inforMation, we have to refer it to Labor.
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we have full access to thAe file.  

COMOISSZONERBERNTHAL: But then why are you 

suggesting that TVA shmld need to resort to the Freedom of 

Information Act to got the information in their case? 

COIAIISSIONER ASSEISTINE: Because Labor von' t give 

it to them completely the vay they viii to us,, because they 

are the subject of the investigation.  

COIDISS ZON BER ZNTHAL: But they viii under lOlA? 

CwaaSSzoNza ASBELSTZN: That's right.  

CO2IISIXONEIR BERNTHAL: okay. Well,, maybe that's 

something the lawyers understand.  

MR. WMITE: You know,, I've got a lot of ground to 

cover,, and I know this is important, but there are some other 

very important things that I vent to tell you this morning...  

COMCISS ZONE ASSE5TfINE: Maybe ye can stop now * I 

still have a number of questions.  

MRn WHMITE: Can ye? And then at the end -

COMCISSIONER BERNTHAL: Look, I vent to finish the 

comment. The Point is that apparently there is a vay for you 

to get access to the record of the Department of Labor. And 

the other point that needs to be made here, as I understand 

it# you have asked your Inspector General to investigate on 

your own these allegations, end as you point out, I don't know 

how many of us have been in his office recently -- I was not 

long ago, and I think he Just about had furniture there a
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month or so ago,, buat I take it that you are proceeding with 

your own investigation.  

MR. ZIGROSSI: The investigators I have are 

revieving the documents to date.  

CHAIRMAN PALLADINO: Mr. White,, did you want to 

break for a minute? 

MR. WEI21: I can go a few aore minutes.  

aKAIRKAN PALLADINO: Okay.  

MR. WHITE My voice is holding up pretty yell,, but 

the rest of me isn't.  

CHAIRIAN 0ALDN: Just let me know.  

MR- WHITM Moving right along, leave that slide up 

a econd,, because it's important for You to understand that I 

ex9pect from this sy'stem to get the correct technical judgments 

in a timely fashion vith a Satisfactory resolution. But you 

-vere going to ask how I ensure that happens. Go to the next 

slide.  

(Slide. J 

We have overviews provided. First of all, the 

Senior Board -- and I have already selected three of the 

people on that Board,, and I'd like to go over them with you 

now, because I think this is an important question that you 

may have.  

First, Mike bender. Mike Bender had fourteen years 

as the Director of Engineering at the Oak Ridge National
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CUZRMAN PALLADINO: All right. Thank you.  

Let me suggest that before you start on quality 

assurance,, maybe we ought to take a break.  

MR. WH ITE: I want to very badly.  

OKAIWIM 0ALD~: Okay, fine.* Let's take at 

least a ton-minute break.  

[Brief recess.] 

Please come to order. We would like to continue.  

Before we start with Qoh, I still have a question. I 

Understand Your general counsel-'is prepared to clarify the 

situation, and that is a better understanding of why you feel 

you have to go to hearings on these most recent intimidation 

and harassment allegations because if you go to hearings,, this 

in itself is an inhibitor in getting the z'esulta you would 

like. I gather general counsel of TvA has some coment on 

that.  

MR. SANGER: I appreciate the opportunity to respond 

to that further.  

TVA' s practice has been that whenever there was a 

Complaint, even if it went to the Department of Labor, TVA 

would begin its own investigation. we did that in the Dolca 

matter, for example. The Department of Labor went a certain 

way in investigating that, throw the claim out as being time 

barred, filed too late. 7VA nevertheless continued with that
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I investigation and made itW owni datermination, and Steve white 

2 then took action against the person involved An the 

3 retaliation.  

4 Now,, with the Smith,, Getty and Sauer matters,, I 

5 think because of the problem that Steve identified as those 

6 people being somewhat suspect of line management, they have 

7 not been willing to talk with TU once their complaint was 

a filed. So TVA does not have the capability of doing the same 

* thing in those three cases as we did in the Oaka and hmas 

10 case.  

11 OIAIMAN PALD~:Why couldn'It they be ecuae 

12 to go to QTC Or the Nuclear Safety Reviev staff Or som other *( 13 Part of TVA where they can get a feeling of confidence and 

14 thereby provide management with enough so they can do the 29b 

15 that they feel needs to be done? 

16 XR. SANOIR: I guess all of that is theoretically 

17 Possible. There are a lot of time limits involved here. Labor 

1s issues - they have a 30-day period, and then TVA gets what 

19 is, in effect, is a one-line decision from Labor that says you 

20 did it or you didn't do it. Then WvA has five days in which 

21 it either has to accept it and move with it or tak for a 

22 hearing. You know,, in the most perfect of worlds, we would 

23 have all that information. we have not hat. it# and we 

24 were searching. If those are ways of getting the same kind of 
25 information that Steve wants out of a hearings certainly I
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think that would be satisfactory, whatever way we can get the 

information.  

OIAIMDW ALDiN I certainly would encourage 

seeking other ways of getting the information because a 

hearing could take a while,, and meanwhile these people donot 

know where they stand,, and I In not sure you are getting the 

message across that you want to get.  

XR. SAMnG: X might indicate that in the one 

heariLng TVA just had, and Commissioner Asselstine, the Weord 

case, I think I would like to point out that Mr. Welord 

himself has pointed cut that the problem was with the line 

management. In the hearing he felt that that was handled by 

TVA in a fair way.  

CMMOISSIONU ASSZLETINZ: I appreciate that,, Korb,,.  

but at the Same time, I think the perception has to be, and 

particularly your role and the role of your office as the 

defender of the Agency 's position had to he that throughout 

the DeFord matter,, here was TVA marching right down this line,, 

fighting ever step of the way, fighting the Labor staffis 

findings, fighting the administrative law judge's 

determination, fighting the secretary of Labores 

determination, fighting all the way through the Sixth 

Circuit. I think you have got to get out of that Wmod.  

MR. SANGZR: It is always a management judgment as 

to whether an appeal or a hearing is taken. it is not the

Y/
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lawyer's judgment.  

cc nI!SSZIMZRM 

when I look at a page 

Week, you are the one 

argument.

ASSZZ5TZNZ: That is true,, although 

from the February 5,, 1961 N~ucleounics 

that got stuck with having to make the

MR. SANGU: Ch,, yes.  

cowMSIP.sZou £uuaTA 11 : 1 mean here you were 
quoted as saying, well, it is the TYA~s judgment that there 

wasn't any intimation and harassment here; this was a 
necessary management action to take away this guy's staff and 
to take avay his office and to take away his phone and to Put 
him in a room with a desk all by himself. You get stuck with 

that label,* and I think it is something that you and the Board 
and Steve# you need to think about in terms of the message
that you are sending. There have to be alternative ways, ways 
that provide both the incentive for employees to come forward 
and the assurance that they are going to be protected if they 

do.  

MR. SAXOn: I think you correctly point out that it 
is one of the difficult problems. We have struggled vith this 

immensely. The Board has supported it. They have supported as 
in those investigations. We have done those fairly. it is an 

enormous perception problem. I couldn't agree with you more.  

cMwgIuuOqNZ ASSELUTIXZ: Now many TVA employees 
have been disciplined or fired as a result of the intimidation
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I and harassment cases, stakfting with Deford and mnoving up to ( 2 the present time? 

3 OxI&3IA ALAflO Starting from when,, Jim? 

4 COMIUSSOM M, ASSZL3TNZtE With Derord * Now many in 

5 the Deford case,, how many employees were disciplined or fired 

6 as a result of that case,, and how many have been disciplined 

7 or fired in other intimidation and harassment cases that you 

a have done so far? 

9 MR. SAN=:Z I think the DeFord case as it relates 

10 to nuclear matters -~ there have been other intimidation 

11 matters on which TVA has acted -- the Derord case was the 

12 first case we had. I think the report shows that none of 

t( 13 those people that were involved in the Weord matter are with 
2 4 TVA. I don't want to imply that it was some TVA action that 
15 resulted in that because it wasnot.  

1£ CwoMSSXONi ASSUz~a=3E ?hey retired or left on 

17 their own.  

1s MR. LAMGfl: Yes.  

19 coiagSSIoMqz ASSESTINM: We found harasguent in the 
20 DOMa case, and the harassing individual was dismissed. we 

21 found management problems in other cases* and various actions 

22 were taken with regard to those managers. In two Department 

23 .of Labor investigations -- you see, the action that was 
24 proposed of asking for hearing is not done automatically. In Q 25 two of those cases that were related to DeFord, and that is
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Kindel and 2levins, they )raised complaints recently that as a 

result of their support of DeFordj, adverse action was taken 

against then. They cane to us. We had those facts,, and they 

were correct.  

3M. WHIT: let se interrupt you for a second. what 

ye are doing is we are talking about history. I really need 

to get on with the presentation. We have to answer your 

question, which is what punishment,, and I will tell you. One 

person for harassment and intimidation we fired: three others 

for misconduct, two of those being for falsification of 

records, and the third for racial slurs,, and I fired those 

three, and those are the numbers you vant. So since I have 

been there, we fired four people for those causes.  

OI&RWI PALLADINo: I 'm not looking at history.  

I'm looking -

MR. WHITE: Well, we wore getting into a lot of 

history.  

CHAINWI PALLADINO: I want to make sure of two 
things: one, that you do explore other ways of getting the 

information you need,, and 

MR. WHITE We are doing that.  

OAINWI PALZADIIO: And there may be ways of 

getting it from the employeess, and there may be other ways of 
getting it from the Departsent of Labor.  

The other thing is that between now and the time
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tha yor 1 isup o sO$,you are goin to have a number of 

these cases to look at,, and I think you need to look at how 

they are going to be handled in the interim so that You 

mS. WNITZ: we are doing that. liet Ue explain.  

CZAIRNA xALAxo: Well, i 's not quite sure that I 
understand. It seems to se that on the cases of intimidation 

and harassment, that ye don't really have the. vehicle yet to 

explore those.  

3m. MaITs No. The intimidation and harassment 

cases which are nov coming in, either directly to so or the 

system, there have been 14 of those. The 10 was not yet 

staffed up,, but I an in very close coordination with him. We 

are inspecting those, investigating those cases, and I am 
keeping h.'m apprised,, and we have investigated,, as I said,, a 

couple,, and ltve punished four people. None of them were 
safety-related. They are all management things. And we have 
punished those four people from the new system.  

There has been no bona fide harassment and 
intimidation, and if we come across one, it is now going right 

to the Ia.  

CURAINW PALZADINO: but he has got a problem 

because he is not quite staffed up.  

MR. UNIT!: Until the end of this month. In the 
meantime, I's not letting any grass grow under my feet. I 

have got to investigate these things, and that is what we are
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I doing, Mr. Chairman. 4bl 

( 2 CObotSSIoz P 3 ZMTR&ax: Can I Just ant through the 
3 junk here for a minute on a question,, the question of getting 

4 information? I think Conissioner Asselatine uttered four 

5 letters that we often use around here. They are Plkl. it 

6 strikes as as bizarre that one Federal agency has to resort ot 

7 YOUL to got information. It does seem like you can get that 

8 information from the Department of Labor.* I don't know in 

9 cases like this whether it might also help to have a' 

10 memranim of understanding like we do. I don't knov. but it 
11 is clear that you can got some information. There is a pretty 

12 simple mechanism to get it. I think that is a point that ( 3 should not be lost.  

14 MR. WEITZ: And it's a very valid poiint,, 

15 Mr. Neinthal. That is what I'm trying to do,, as I say,, find 
16 Mev ground. I vant to meet with thoso people. Two meetings 

17 so far, and I haven't gotten the information, and Zen meeting 
is with them again this week. I hopeve will be able to develop 

19 something.  

20 COMMISSIONEZR DZRNTHAL: But that is for the VOL 
21 record now# and that may assist you in resolving this question 
22 of need to go to hearing and whatnot t~at the Chairman brought 

23 up.  

24 MR. WHITE: In the future it may. I will wait and 
( 25 see. That's all I can say.
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OUIYAWNA AZD I want to get Mne other thing 

on the record and then we will go on. I don't know if the 

staff has made you aware of the fact that I have asked our 

Off ice of Investigation and our staff to develop a plan for 

our identifying safety issues associated with the intimidation 

and harassment allegations,, and the plan calls generally for 

review of each allegation and concern by a multidiscipline 

team of XRC haqrtrs personnel and a determination of 

whether the allegation or concern,, if substantiated, would 

have a significant health and safety ismsu.  

You will probably get brought up to date more on 

this with the staff, but I thought you ought- to know it.  

Why don't we go on to quality assurance.  

MR. luTZ: Quality assurance. Speeding right along 

with QA.  

I an now going to discuss QA and than engineering, 

two other areas where we have found significant problems.  

CHAIRMNA '"ALADINo: Let me ask the Commissioners if 

they have any problem going to 12:15t and then I will ask 

going to 12:30.  

CObaHzSSxoNZR ZECH: Fine. Lates go.  

CwOMMSSIOaen ASSEUSTIXE: As long as it takes.  

CHIAIMMW PALLADINhO: We will go to at least 12:30.  

(Slide.) 

MR. WHIMz This slide is pretty self-explanatory.




